
Megan Loose - Author, Healer, Feng Shui Consultant

Happy December From Megan Loose's healing space!

Welcome to our newsletter and thanks for sharing in this community.

It takes all of us healing to heal the world.

Merry Christmas! Blessed Winter Solstice! Happy Hanukkah and Yay my Birthday month! (And
also John Denver’s.)😃🎄

Enjoy the extra lights, colors, and sparkles that abound this month… this is people having hope
and spreading joy. The world is good!

Prepare for a huge shift in energy as the Feng Shui cycle transforms into the
element of fire for the next 20 years!



And if you didn’t know… I LOVE CHRISTMAS and my Birthday month!!! So, we have a few
extra offerings: A poem, a prayer, and a promise of a coming video. We will send a link of the Li
fire cycle video soon to all our devoted newsletter subscribers, and anyone else can check it out

on our website.

December Goings on💖✨🌹

I got 30k words out of my Hay House submission, yay, and will be submitting next week, so
please cross your fingers that my manuscript is picked up for publishing!!🤞🙏 (Contest result

in February)

And Mike Dooley (from The Secret) picked up a blog I wrote and posted it to his online
community! Here is a link if you would like to read it!

https://www.tut.com/3-energy-tools-to-help-you-climb-into-the-light/

December Tips:

Energy healing tip✨

Be present for the holidays to enjoy and savor their
magic. This can carry you through into your new year.
Each morning before opening your eyes, go to that
private room in the center of your head, and change
one thing to keep it in present time. Maybe make it

Affirmation of the month🙏

I am present to my inner peace, and I
center in the joys of the season.

*Click here to see the WIP of the month.

The Angel of the month is St. Nicholas
of Myra. Giving to others in the spirit of
love attracts generous prosperity, as St.
Nicholas became the patron saint of
children and the needy by giving.

https://www.tut.com/3-energy-tools-to-help-you-climb-into-the-light/
https://meganloose.com/wip


festive and visit your sanctuary throughout the day.
Remember presence.

Writing tip🖊

As an easy writing prompt if you ever get writer's
block, write your gratitudes or wishlist to the universe.

Also, start thinking about writing your goals and
desired vibrations for the coming year. I like the
vibrations of peace, joy, and love.

December Feng Shui tip🧧

As money and income will soon not work in the old
ways of the last 20 years, begin to generate multiple
streams of income to thrive during this volatile period.
Start creating new ideas and prosperity avenues.

This is a picture of me on my birthday last year, during my solar return moment!

A Winter poem for you… see if you can spot what’s unique about it!



Celebrate your joy,

Christmas is a time of love.

Revel in deep cold.

Be brave and turn in,

Winter is for deep solace.

Find internal peace.

Bless those around you.

Give and receive of all gifts,

From the heart matters.

Create your new year.

Let this one go in good peace.

Make your next step count.

You are loved so much.

The universe supports you.

Give it all you got!

(You’re right! It’s a poem of haikus!😉)

A prayer for you and our world as we close this year…

May we heal and rest in peace and blessings. May we grow to the light and reach to all with love. May our hearts
mend, our minds uplift, and our purpose inspire. May we expand our inner peace to all.

Thank you.



May you have a wonderful holiday season!
Love, light, and cheers,
Megan and team💖🎄

...And if you know anyone who would love this information, please share, Thank you.

Visit our website for more resources

If you no longer wish to receive this information, please contact us via our website.

https://meganloose.com/

